Abstract: Nowadays, cloud-based storage are growing and has become an emerging trend in big data storage field. Many problems arise while designing an efficient and low complicated storage engine for cloud-based systems with some issues like big files processing, metadata, latency, parallel Input/Output, de-duplication, distributed nature, high scalability. Key value stores has a vital role and showed many advantages when solving those problems. This paper presents about Big File Cloud Storage(BFCS) with its modules and architecture to handle most of problems in a big file cloud storage which is based on key value store. Here we are proposing lesscomplicated, fixed metadata design, which allows fast as well as highly-concurrent, distributed file Input/Output, and simple file and data de-duplication method for static data. This method can be used to build a distributed storage system that can accommodate data whose size is upto terabytes.
Introduction
Now-a-days cloud storage system are being used for storing the data in gigabytes and terabytes. Cloud storage is used for the daily use, for backing-up data, sharing file to their colleagues, on the social networking sites. The user of the cloud based system can upload the data on the system and can share it with others and make it available for them and later can download it. The load over the system is very heavy. Hence, to ensure a good quality of service cloud users, the system has to look over various requirement and difficult problems: serving services to the user with high quality without any bottleneck; efficiently storing, retrieving and managing the big data files; resumable and parallel download and upload of data; the deduplication to be taken care of for managing the storage capacity of the system. Traditional file-systems had to face many challenges for service builder when managing a huge number of big-file: How to scale system; How to do distribution of data on a large number of nodes; How to do replication data for loadbalancing and fault-tolerance. The solution for these problems is Distributed File Systems and Cloud Storages using commonly is splitting big file to multiple smaller chunks, storing them on disks or distributed nodes and then managing them using a meta-data system. Storing of the chunks and meta-data related to it efficiently and designing a lightweight meta-data related to it are significant problems that cloud storage providers have to face.
Key value stores have various advantages for storing data in data-intensive operation. In recent years, key value stores have a very unpre-cedented growth in every field. They have low latency with less response time and high scalability with small and medium key value pair size. Current key value stores are not designed for directly storing big-values, or big file in our case. We executed several experiments in which we put whole file-data to key value store, the system did not have good performance as usual for many reasons: firstly, the latency of put/get operation for big-values is high, thus it affects other parallel operations of key value store service and multiple concurrent accesses to different value. And , when the value is big, then there is no space to cache objects in memory for fast access. Finally, it is difficult to scale-out system when number of users and data increase. This research is implemented to solve those problems when storing big-values or big-file using key value stores. It has and gets many advantages of key value store in data management to research called cloud-storage system called Big File Cloud Storage (BFCS).
Big File Cloud Storage (BFCS) Architecture
A. Overview of the Architecture BFCS System includes four layers: Application Layer, Logical Layer, File-Chunk Store Layer and Key value store Layer. Each layer of the architecture contains several coordinated components. Application Layer consists of application software on desktop computers, mobile devices and web-interface, that allows the user to upload, download their files. This layer uses API contained in Logical Layer and uses several algorithms for downloading and uploading process which are described in subsections II-F and II-G. Logical Layer consisted of many services and worker services, ID-Generator services and all logical API for Cloud Storage System. This layer gives the business logic part in BFCSS. The vital components of this layer are upload and download.
Logical Layer stores and retrieves data from File-Chunk Store Layer. File-Chunk Store Layer is the most important layer which has responsibility for storing and caching chunks. This layer manages information of all chunks in the system including user details and file metadata. In this, meta-data describes a file and how it is organized in chunks. File-Chunk Store Layer also contains many distributed back-end services. Two important services of File-Chunk Store Layer are FileInformationService and Chunk Storage Service. File Information Service stores information of files. It is a key value store mapping data from fileID to FileInform structure. Chunk Storage Service stores data chunks which are created by splitting the original files that user uploaded. Splitting and storing a large file as number of chunks in distributed key value store bring a lot of benefits. Firstly, it is easier to store, distribute chunks in key value stores. File chunks can be stored efficiently in a key value store. It is difficult to do this with a large file directly in local file system.
B. File Description
File consists of one or more chunks with fixed-size. Each chunk has a unique integer Identity, and all of chunk generated from a file have a contiguous range of chunk-id. This is a different point to many other Cloud Service such as DropBox [12] which uses SHA-2 [16] of chunk as ID.
C. Storage of the Chunks
The basic element in the defined cloud storage system is chunk. A chunk is generated from a file. When the user uploads a file, it will be split into a number of chunks. All chunks which are generated from a file except the last chunk have the same size (the last chunk of a file may have an equal or smaller size). After that, the ID generator will generate id for the first chunk with auto-increment mechanism. Next chunk that follows in the chunks set is to be assigned with an ID and then gradually increase till the final chunk. A FileInform object is created with information such as file-id, size of file, id of first chunk, number of chunks and will be stored to the database and the chunks will be stored in key value store as a record with key as id of chunk and value is data of chunk. Chunk storage is one of the most significance of defines cloud storage. By using chunks to represent a file, we can easily build a distributed file storage system service with replication, load balancing, fault-tolerant and supporting recovery.
D. Metadata
Typically, in the cloud storage system such as Dropbox [12] , the size of meta-data will respectively increase with the size of original file, it contains a list of elements, each element contains information such as chunk size, hash value of chunk. Length of the list is equal to the number of chunk from file. So it becomes complicated when the file size is big. BFCS proposed a solution in which the size of meta-data is independent of number of chunks with any size of file, both a very small file or a huge file. The solution just stores the id of first chunk, and the number of chunks which is generated by original file. Because the id of chunk is increasingly assigned from the first chunk, we can easily calculate the ith chunk id by the formula:
Meta-data is mainly described in FileInform structure consist of following fields:  File_Name -the name of file;  file_id: -unique identification of file in the whole system ;  sha: -hash value by using SHA algorithm of file data;  reference_file:-id of file that have previous existed in System and have the same sha256 -we treat these files as one, reference_file is valid if it is greater than zero;  start_Chunkid : -the identification of the first chunk of file, the next chunk will have id as start_Chunkid +1 and so on;  num_Chunk:-the number of chunks of the file;  file_Size :-size of file in bytes;  file_status:-the status of file, it has one in four values namely UploadingF ile -when chunk are uploading to server; CompletedFile -when all chunk are uploaded to server but it is not check as consistent; CorruptedFile -when all chunk are uploaded to server but it is not consistent after checking; GoodCompleted -when all chunk are uploaded to server and consistent checking completed with good result. By using this solution, we can create a lightweight meta-data design when building the defined cloud storage. Figure 2 describes an algorithm for uploading big file to BFCS.Data deduplication can be defined in the cloud storage BFCS. There are many types and methods of data deduplication [3] which can work both on client-side or server-side. We use a simple method with SHA2 hash function to detect duplicate files in the system during the uploading of file.
E. Uploading and Deduplication Mechanism
The upload service on BFCS cloud storage system has a little different between mobile client and web interface. The client computes the SHA hash value of data content of this file P. After that, the client creates a metadata of file including file name, file size, SHA value. This information will be sent to server. At server-side, if data deduplication is enabled, SHA value will be used to see associated file_id, if there is a file_id in the system with the SHA-value we call it Q, this means that file P and file Q are the same. So we simply refer file P to file Q by assigning the id of file B to reference_file property of file P -a property that describes that a file is referenced to another file, thus the upload flow complete, there is no more wasteful upload of file. In the case there is no fileID associated with SHA-value of file P or data deduplication is disabled, the system will create some of new properties for the file information including the id of file, the id of first chunk using id_Generator and number of chunk calculated by file size and chunk size. This process can be done in parallel to maximize speed of operation. Every chunk will be stored in the BFCS storage system as a key value pair. Figure 3 describes an algorithm for uploading big file to BFCS. Firstly, the client selects the id of file that will be downloaded to the server.
F. Downloading Mechanism
If FileInform of the file_id exists, this information will be sent back to the client. The client uses the FileInform information to schedule the download process. Every downloaded chunk will be save directly to its position in this file. When all chunks are fully downloaded successful, the download process is completed 
Conclusion
BFCS, a simple meta-data to create a high performance Cloud Storage based on MYSQL key value store. Every file in the system has a same size of meta-data regardless of filesize. Every big-file stored in BFCSS is split into multiple fixed-size chunks (may except the last chunk of file). The chunks of a file have a contiguous ID range, thus it is easy to distribute data and scale-out storage system, especially when using MYSQL. This research also brings the advantages of key value store into big-file data store which is not default supported for big-value. The data deduplication method of BFCSS uses SHA-2 hash function and a key value store to fast detect data-duplication on server-side. It is useful to save storage space and network bandwidth when many users upload the same static data. 
